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Abstract

This paper studies the notion of central Pa controllers in the chain-scattering framework. Since in the chain-scattering framework
the :
&
a control problem is equivalent to a factorisation problenl that yields non-unique factors, it is important to somehow pin down
these factors so that the resulting central controller is uniquely defined and corresponds to the central and minimum-entropy coiltroller
frequently discussed in the literature. In so doing, we devise a procedure for the selection of a single uniquely specifiable ,Fm
coiltroller
in the chain-scattering framework. The chain-scattering frainework is important because it has a distinct advantage over state-space based
methods for some applications in that it poses and solves the .;4", coiltrol problem entirely in an operator-theoretic setting, thereby
allowing LIS to conte~nplatedirect changes of the frequency domain syinbols rather than changes in the corresponding state-space matrices.
O 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The iiorrnalised Zmcor?trol proble~?~
can be stated as
follows: "Find a controller K such that the closed-loop system of Fig. 1 is internally stable and the closed-loop trans< 1 ", where
fer function T,, = Fl(P,K ) satisfies 11 T,, , 1
R 1 ( . ,.) denotes the lower Linear Fractioilal Transfornlation
depicted in Fig. 1. A controller K is said to be culrnissihle if
it solves the llorn~alisedi f mcontrol problem. We also usually seek to characterise the set of all admissible controllers.
For such a set, a controller Kc is said to be a cerzrrul controllel. if it is achieved by setting a certain free parameter
cliaracterising this set to zero.
+Palts of this article have bee11 previously presented at (Lnnzou, A,.
A~iderson,B. D. O., & Bombois, X. (2003a). On uniqueness of central
.F
--controllers in the chain-scatte~ineframework. I11 Pr0ce~di17os
" o.,f the
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S~
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111 standard literature (Doyle, Glover, Khargonekar, &
Frdncis 1989; Green & Limebeer, 1995; Zhou, Doyle, &
Glover, 1996), the set of all admissible controllers is given
by the set of all transfer function matrices K = 91(iV.S),
where 12/1 is constructed from the plant state-space matrices
and S E 2Xmsatisfying / / S / / ,< 1 is a free parameter that
characterises the set. Consequently, the central controller
frequently discussed 111 the literature is simply given by Kc =
F l ( M ,0 ) . It has been shown in Glover and Doyle (19881,
Doyle et al. ( 1 9 8 9 ) , that Kc has the same McMillan degree
as the plant P and in Mustafa and Glover (1 9 8 8 ) , Glover and
Mustafa (1989). Mustafa and Glover ( 1 9 9 0 ) and Mustafa,
Glover, and Lilnebeer ( 1 9 9 1 ) that Kc also mininiises the
entropy function. In fact, this central controller has some
interesting interpretations and motivations in the literattire.
It thus seems natural that if for any reason we wish to
select a single uniquely
cO1ltrO1lerfrOlll the set
of all adnlissible 2 f m controllers, the central (or nlinilnu~ll
e l ~ t ,r ,
o ~ colltroller
vj
should be our natural choice. For instance, one may be interested In m a k ~ n guse of a s~ngle
controller fro111 the set of all ad~n~ssible
controllers to study
changes
the plallt
(perhaps due
changes
the perforlnance weights that are absorbed in P) nlanifest

Fig. 1. Closed-loop system

thelnselves as controller changes in an Xmdesign. In order for such a study to make sense, we must first be able to
select a single uniquely specifiable controller from the admissible controller set and then simply investigate modifications or changes on this single controller. This kind of study
was in fact first tackled in Bonlbois and Anderson (2002)
and later generalised and extended in Lanzon, Bornbois, and
Aiidersoii (2003b); both Bombois and Anderson (2002),
and Lanzon et al. (2003b) motivated the developn~entof the
ideas of this paper.
Since their inception, Xmcontrol problems have been
amenable to a variety of solution techniques. While some
techniques may be more powerf~llthan others in particular
design situations (say state-space methods for numerical solution, interpolation theory for fundamental limitation constraints, linear matrix inequalities for multiple objective control, etc.), it is important to make sure that we understand all
the implications of any particular solution method on Zm
control theory and to ensure that all solution techniques induce the exact same notions as other solution techniques. In
this paper, we shall study the notions of central controller
and minimum-entropy controller in the chain-scattering approach to Xmcontrol (Kimura, 1997).
The J-lossless factorisations used in (Kimura, 1997) and
this paper are closely related to the J-spectral factorisations
used in Ball and Cohen (1987), Green, Glover, Limebeer,
and Doyle (1990), Kimura, Lu, and Kawatani (1991), Green
(1992) to derive equivalent results. This chain-scattering
operator-theoretic framework possesses a distinct advantage
over state-space based approaches in that it poses and solves
the
control problem entirely in the frequency domain
(i.e. Kimura, 1997 shows that the normalised Zmcontrol
problem is equivalent to a J-lossless factorisation problem
and that the set of all admissible controllers can be completely characterised in terms of one of the resulting factors). This entirely operator-theoretic framework permits direct manipulation of the frequency domain symbols which
may be very useful in some applications. For example, one
may wish to consider changes in the frequency domain symbols that involve changes in the McMillan degree of the
symbols, as in Bombois and Anderson (2002), and Lanzon
et al. (2003b). This kind of manipulation would otherwise
be more cumbersome and not easily cast in state-space descriptions. It is this kind of argument that motivates us to

study the notion of central controller in the chain-scattering
framework.
It is however well known that factorisation problems often
do not have unique solutions and hence the admissible controller set is characterised in terms of a non-unique factor in
this chain-scattering framework. This is clearly undesirable
as the centre of the admissible controller set (i.e. the central controller for the particular parainetrisation considcrcd)
may be different for every reparametrisation. One has to thus
pin down the factors resulting from the J-lossless factorisation in order to ensure that the central controller is uniquely
defined in this chain-scattering framework and to also ensure that it corresponds to the central and minimum-entropy
controller so frequently discussed in the literature. This will
be done by pinning down one of the factors in the J-lossless
factorisation at infinite frequency. In so doing, we shall
also demonstrate that the standard assumptions frequently
adopted in the literature (Doyle et al., 1989; Green &
Limebeer, 1995; Zhou et al., 1996) bury some interesting
feattires of
control, particularly associated with the
central and minimum-entropy controller. These features
will also be exposed and discussed in this paper.

2. Preliminaries

Consider the following generalised plant

and assume that it satisfies the following assumption:

Assumption A l . q d r, p < nz and rank[P2l(jo)] = q,
rank[P12(jo)] = p for all o E R U (m).
If P i 1 exists (i.e. if r = q), then the generalised plant P
can be alternatively represented by

with inp~itsand outputs swapped as shown in Fig. 2. Then,
applying a controller zi = Ky, the closed-loop transfer function matrix T,, is given by

where HM( ., .) denotes the "homographic transformation"
frequently used in classical circuit theory.
Problems where neither r = q nor nz = p hold are harder
because (a) the plant needs to be augmented in order to

It should be clear that if factors O and 27 exist, then they
are not unique. In fact, any two solution pairs 01,Ill and
0 2 , IT2 to tlie ( J m , J,,.)-lossless
,
factorisation of G must be
related by

0 2 = 0 1 ~ -and
1
Fig. 2. Linear fractiol~aland homographic transformations

derive a chain-scattering representation, and (b) the results
obtained need to be independent of the particular augmentation chosen. Such problems are usually referred to as
four-block problems in the literature. In four-block problems, the plant P is augmented by a fictitious measured output y1 of dimension ( r - y) given by

to give

Assumption 4 2 . P:, is chosen in such cases so that
P21(jo)
rank
I (.joj 1 ) ] ' = r f o r a l l o , ~ R " @ } .

[

If assumption (A2) holds, a chain-scattering representation G of the auglnented plant Pa,, exists.

I12=YIll,

(5)

where Y is a real nonsingular nlatrix satisfying Y T ~ , ,Y =
J,,,. This is because

and thus we see that Y := I l 2 I i ' r 1 is a real constant matrix
since the left side of the above equation is unimodular in
WXmand the right side is unimodular in 2.X&.
The following theorem reduces the nornlalised Zoocontrol problem into a (J,,, J,, )-lossless factorisation
problem.

Theorem 1 (Kun~ura,1997). Suppose that a plc~nt P E
%5Ym grzen by Eq (1) sutzsfies assziiwptror? ( A l ) and rs
SUCII thut q < r. Tl~erz,tlze normalrsed Xm control probIerw zs sohvble for P I f and only I f there exwts an outp~it
aLign?entatzon ( 3 ) ~ ' 7 t P4,,Pi2
h
E 3?Zmsuch tliat the aug~ ~ ~ e ~ z t e d Pa,,
p l n ~rni tEq. (4) satzsjes assumptzon (A2) and
G = CHAW(P,,) 11as a (J,,,, ,J,, )-lossless factoruutzo~z

it,ith Il of the fornz

2.2. Norrnulised Xm control probler?is
In this article, we will restrict attention to the four-block
problem setting (1.e. when q < r ) because the four-block
problem is harder than the two-block proble~n(i.e. when
y = r ) , and hence the reader can easily obtain tlie results
for the two-block problem by simple nlodifications of the
proofs presented in this paper.
The (Jn,,,JI,,)-lossless factorisation defined below is a
generalisation of the well known inner-outer factorisat~onfor
stable systems and the well known spectral factorisation for
positive hernlitian systems. Here, J,,,,denotes the signature
nlatrix J,, = d~ag(I,,,-I, ).

Definition I . The rat~onalinatrix G E R(piy'l''X',''f ) is s a d
to have a (J,,,,,J,,, )-lossless factor~satlon~fG is represented
as the product G = O n , where O 1s (J,,,, ,J,, )-lossless and
Il 1s umlnodular 111 WYi?OO.
Necessary and sufficient co~lditionsfor the existence of
a (J,,,,, J,,,)-lossless factorisation of G and the constructloll
of factors O and Ii' can be found in Kimura (1997) and a
detailed treatment of ,/-lossless systems is given in Dewilde
and Dyln ( 1 981, 1984).

In that cu.sc, K is ari ad~?zissihlecontroller r a n d onlj ij

for an S E 3?Xmsuti~fjjirqg / / S / / ,< 1.
In the above theorem, a controller K resulting from the
choice S= 0 is ternled a ce~ztrulco~ztrollerobtnmed tlzruugh
the chazrz-scatternzgJi.ame)i~ork.
As asserted earlier in this section, the particular choice of
the plant augnientatlon (3) ought to play no role in the final
solution of the nonnalised Xm control problem. That this
is ~ndeedthe case can be seen from the follow~ngargument:
let the chain-scattering plant G=CHAIN(P,,,) be wntten as

If the nor~nalised X, control problem is solvable,
then there exists a 17 of the for111 of Eq. (6) such that
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G"J,,, G = L7:Jp, 27. We must show that 27, (the only
sub-block of Il that is used in characterising the coiltroller
set) is independent of the particular augmentation chosen.
Towards this end, note that

& Limebeer, 1995; Zhou et al., 1996; Kimura, 1997)
belong to this family?
b. Do all such controllers possess the same properties as
the central controller given in the literature (Glover &
Doyle, 1988; Doyle et al., 1989; Green & Limebeer,
1995; Zhou et al., 1996; Kimura, 1997)? For instance,
do they all rniniinise the entropy function, and are
they all strictly proper when certain conditions are
fulfil led?
c. What properties need to be enforced in order to isolate just one inember (i.e. select a single uniquely
specifiable member) of this family?

4. Addressing the posed questions in a four-block setting
Here, J denotes terms that do not depend on the augmentation and x denotes terns that do depend of the particular
augmentation chosen. Since

+

denotes "Don't care items", it follows that 27, is
where
independent of the particular augmentation chosen.
Furthermore, since 27 in Theorem 1 is required to be of the
lower triangular form of Eq. (6), the argument immediately
after Definition 1 that establishes the non-uniqueness in the
factors O and 27 characterised by a real nonsing~~lar
matrix
Y that satisfies YTJp,Y = Jp, may be extended further to
give other stn~cturalproperties of Y. In fact, note that Y :=
27227,1 is now also lower triangular and hence this new
observation together with the constraint J,,Y = Y-'JP,
imply that Y has to have the following block diagonal form

4.1. Repc~rametrisationof controller set
The first result presented here, which is as expected,
shows that the extra freedom associated with the nonuniqueness of L7 simply reparanletrises the same controller
set.

.

Lemma 2. G i u e ~any tic0 (JnI,,,
Jp,-)-~ossles,r
factorisatioiis
of G = O1Dl = @,27, with Ill and 112o j tlze for171 ill
eqtiation ( 6 ) , the follo~rir~y
two sets are identiccrl:

Proof. It follows trivially from the fact that the nonuniqueness in 27, has the fonn 27,,~= Y,II,,l for some
nonsingular real Y, that satisfies Y;fJp, Y , = J,,.
4.2. U~ziquenessoj'strictly proper central controller,\

q)
Y;~J,, Y, = Jpqand
with Y, E ~ ( J " q ) ~ ( p ~ satisfying
Yb E ~ ( ' - 4 ) ~ ( ' - q ) satisfying YiYb = I(r-,). Note furthermore that Y, expresses the non-uniqueness in the unimodular matrix 27,.

3. Questions of interest
Since the unimodular matrix 27 and the portion of interest I7, are unique up to left multiplication by a constant
J-unitary real nonsingular matrix, the questions of interest
that will be addressed in this paper are:
A. Is HM(ZT,-', 0) a single controller or is there a family
of silch controllers obtained by considering all possible
I7, in the factorisation of G?
B. If there is a family of such controllers:
a. Does the central controller advanced by the literature
(Glover & Doyle, 1988; Doyle et al., 1989; Green

As pointed out at the end of Section 2.2, the unimodular matrix 27, is unique up to left multiplication by a constant real nonsingular matrix Y, that satisfies Y~JP,Ya=
J,,. Consequently, there is evidently a family of central
controllers described by HM(27;', 0) for all Il, arising in
the (J,,, Jp,)-lossless factorisation of G. In this section,
we will determine a condition that enforces uniqueness of
HM(II;', 0) and give necessary and sufficient conditions
when such a unique central controller in the chain-scattering
framework exists.

Theorem 3. Suppose that a plant P E &?LYW gitlen by
Eq. (1) satisfies assunzption ( A l ) and is such that q < v.
Suppose furthermore tlzat tlzere exists an output ar~gnzentation ( 3 ) lvitlz P;,,P:, E &?Sfm such tlzat tlze augmented plant Pa,, in Eg. (4) satisjes assunqption (A2) and
G = CHAIN(P,,) admits a (Jm,,Jpr )-lossless factorisation

with 27 oJ^ the,form

T l ~ e nthe
, Jolloit~rrigstatenierits are equiaalent:
(a> W T l ) < 1>
(b) tlzere exlats n U M I ~ L real
L ~ ~ o n ~ r n g u l a~ri a t r z xE =
Il(jcm) satrajj~irzyD~J,,,D = ETJp,E ~ t ~Dt =
h G(Jw)
o j the jorm

it zth

0 < E,,I E

RpX"

0 o EE2 E Rqxq alzd 0 < Eb2E

[ ~ ( -q)x(r
r
-q)

is nonsingular and has at most v negative eigenvalues,
0 < ( p l l - (P12(P;1 0T2) E RpXj'. Furthennore, decompose
q22 E [FBTX" as follows

so that 0 > ( ~ 1 1- ~ -11 xTI 22 )RqX4
~~
and
~
0~ >
~ ( " - q ) ~ -(4') . Consequently,

222

E

(c) tlzere elcut7 an aclrizwszble ~ t r ~ c proper
t l j ~ central contru1l~'rKc,
(d) there evzsts an ailr~zlssrbleytncrly proper rzon-central
cor~trolle~
K,,.

Furtlzerr~zore,r f these condrtiolzs are sutrsfied, then the atlniisszble ~ t r l c t lproper
j
central controller Kc (nz atutenimt
(c) ahol3e) w znnrquelj~c1c.fint.d as there erwts rzo other nd11~1sszblt~
strrc tly proper controller that rs also ce~ztralm the
senJe oj the chariz-~catterzngfvameuork corzst~Zered

with both Ea22 and Eb2 nonsingular such that

and furthermore

Proof. T h ~ equivalent
s
conditions in the theorem statement
will be shown by the followi~lgsequence of implications
(a) =+ (b) =+ ( c ) (dl =+ (a).
(a + b): Since G = CHAIN(P,,,), it follows that

*

with Efll1 nonsingular such that
Thus,

Now,

+

where
denotes "Don't Care" elements. Consequently, the
(22)-element of DTJ,,,,D (i.e. 4122) is strictly negative.
This implication is s h o ~ i nthrough a constri~ctiveproof as
follows: First note that since 0 > (p22 E [W1 X i and

This part of the proof is concluded by restricting Eal1, En22
and Eb2 to be strictly positive definite matrices so as to
remove all non-uniqueness in the above selections. Thls can
always be done because a lower triangular lnatrix satisfying
tile above equation is unique up to left multiplication by a
block-d~agonalreal orthogonal matrix.
(b =+ c): The suppositions of the theorem guarantee that
the noni~alisedXw control problem is solvable (by Theorem I). Thus there exists a set of ddmissible controllers
with the central member for a particular paralnetrisatlon of
this admissible controller set referred to as the central controller Kc. Then note that K c ( j x ) = HM(H,(jcx,)-', 0 ) =
HM(E;', 0 ) = 0 since EL' is lower triangular.

(C =+ d): If K c ( j m ) = HM(n,(jm)-',O) = 0, then
this implication trivially follows from K,l,(jm) = HM
(n,(jm)-', S ( j m ) ) = O on choosing a lion-zero S E 8Xm
satisfying /ISI(, < 1 and S(joo) = 0.
(d + a): If K,,,(joo) = 0, then Trw = Pll P12KFIc
(I- P22Knc)-1~ 2 reduces
,
to Tar(j m ) =Dfl at infinite frequency. Thus,
< 1 because the suppositions of the
theorem guarantee that the nornialised
control problem
is solvable.
Now, we conclude the proof of this theorem by showing that, when it exists, a strictly proper central controller is
always uniquely defined in the chain-scattering framework.
Towards this end, note that Kc(j m ) =HM(ZI;' ( j m ) ?0) =0
if and only if E, = II,(jm) is a lower triangular matrix.
Furthermore, similarly to the discussion at the end of Section 2.2, such a matrix E,, is unique up to left multiplication by a block-diagonal real orthogonal iiiatrix Y, =
diag(Yfll,Ya2).Then, since the non-uniqueness in IT, comes
from non~uliquenessin E,, we can relate two unimod~~lar
matrices Il, by
= Y,II,, 1. This in turn implies

where o,(T( jo))is the ith singular value of T ( j s ) . It should
be clear that I(T, 7 ) 3 0 and

+

which gives tlie required result.
Thus, from this theorem, if there exists a strictly proper
central controller, then (with the strict properness constraint
imposed) it is unique. It should be pointed out that if we impose the same simplifying assumptions as in the literature
(Doyle et al., 1989; Green & Limebeer, 1995; Zhou et al.,
1996), then the strictly proper central controller discussed
here (which was shown in this article to be uniquely defined also in the chain-scattering framework) is identical to
the central controller given in the literature. However, tlie
simplifying assumptions of the literature bury tlie existential
questions as there always exists a strictly proper central controller under the assumptions, as will be argued next. There
are in fact generalised plants P with 5 ( q l ) 3 1 for which
the norrnalised %m control problem is solvable. For such
generalised plants, there cannot exist an admissible strictly
proper controller (as seen from Theorem 3). A method for
dealing with such generalised plant is detailed in subsection
4.4. For the moment, let us turn our attention to the relation between minimum entropy and central coiitrollers in the
chain-scattering framework.

4.3. Minimum entropy and central controllers
Let T be a transfer function matrix such that 11 Tllm < 7 .
Then the entropy of T(s) is defined by

Thus the entropy I(T, ;,) is a performance index nieasuring
the tradeoff between Xmoptirnality (;' -+ llTll,) and 2 2
optiii~ality(:) + ca).
The entropy funct~onI(T,y) has been studied in great
detail (Mustafa & Glover, 1988; Glover & Mustafa, 1989;
Mustafa & Glover, 1990; Mustafa et al., 1991) in the late
1980s and early 1990s. Letting T(s) be our closed-loop
transfer function matrix T,,(s) and ;' = 1 for a normalised
Y ? ~
control probleni, it is not difficult to see that I(T,,+, 1)
is finite if and only if T,,,(jm) = 0. Since the simplifying
assumptions in the literature (Doyle et al., 1989; Green &
Limebeer, 1995; Zhou et al., 1996) always require
= 0,
we know froni Theorem 3 that in this situation there always
exists a strictly proper central controller that is uniquely defined in tliis chain-scattering framework. This coiitroller obviously achieves T,,(jm) = 0 and hence finite entropy. It
was in fact shown in Mustafa and Glover (1988), Glover
and M~~stafa
(1989), Mustafa and Glover (1990), Mustafa
et al. (199 1) that this unique strictly proper central controller
also minimises the value of the entropy function. For this
reason, when the simplifying assumptions of the literature
(Doyle et al., 1989: Green & Limebeer, 1995; Zliou et al.,
1996) are enforced, the central controller is often also called
the minimuni entropy controller.
The question that immediately arises is: Would the central
controller (in the sense of tliis paper in the chain-scattering
framework considered) still be the same as the minimuni
entropy controller if
= 0 is not assumed and if we are
allowed to choose the characterisation of the set of all admissible coiitrollers as we desire? In general, the answer to
this question is no (again it is emphasised that the definition
of central coiitroller is taken in the sense of this paper). This
is illustrated by tlie following example.

g,

Example. Consider a plant P with 0 # 5 ( q l ) < 1 for
which the normalised 2Pm control problem is solvable. Assume that there exists an admissible controller that makes
tlie closed-loop transfer function matrix T:,, strictly proper
(i.e. assume that there exists DK E R P x 4 such that
q 2 f l ( I - @2~K)-1@l = 0). Then for tliis controller, we
get finite entropy. Thus the minimum entropy controller will
certainly achieve finite entropy.
However, since 5(Df1) < I , we know from Theorem 3
that there always exists a unique strictly proper central
controller. With this controller, T,, is clearly not strictly
proper and hence we get infinite entropy. Consequently, this
unique strictly proper central controller does not minimise
the entropy function in this situation since there is another
admissible controller which achieves a smaller value of
entropy.

+
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The essence of this example and the preceeding- discussion
1s captured 111 the following theorem.

C:
-

r--------------------

Theorem 4. Let the suppos7trons oJ Tl~eoreni3 hold alzd
ji~rtlzerniorelet 5 ( q 1) < 1 (14 h i ~ hu ~zecessa~y
and ~ u f f i clentfor tlie exzsten~eof arz adniisszble ~trrctlyproper central corztroller) and m i n ~
D ~ ~ Q @=~0 )(1t11rclzI J
necessary jor there to he a controller yzeldzng fjnzte n7m7mum entropy).

Recall that the principal probleni we are addressing
in this paper is to be able to specify a uniquely defined
central controller in the chain-scattering framework. We
have shown how to do this when C(D:]) < 1 but we ha\e
not yet shown what needs to be done when 5 ( q l ) 2 1.
When 5 ( q 1 ) 3 1, the nonnalised X, control problem
may be solvable, but any central controller will necessarily
be bi-proper, since a non-zero controller gain at infinite
frequency is required in order to secure 11 T,,,I/ < 1. Thei-efore, in the next subsection, we will treat the case when
5 ( q I ) 2 1 via a loop-shifting argument. This loop-shifting
argument transfor~iisthe original problem into one where
a strictly proper central controller always exists. 111 the
next subsection, we will also indirectly address the issues
raised by Theore111 4 and the above cxamplc. Tllrough
careful selection of a loop-shifting gain matrix, we will
achieve the desirable correspondence between the resulting
uniquely defined central controller in this cha~n-scattering
setting and the minimum entropy controller (Mustafa
& Glover, 1988; Glover & Mustafa, 1989; Mustafa &
Glover, 1990; Mustafa et al., 1991) advanced in the
literature.

4.4. A loop-Lshftinyaryunzelzt to \elect u unzyuely defined
co~i
troller
One approach is to explain how to make tlie selection of
a unique E satisfying DTJ,,,.~= E~J!,,.Ewith D = G ( j c o ) ,
as this E will uniquely determine the central controller in
this chain-scattering setting and the properties associated
with this ce~itralcontroller. It was for example pointed out
in the preceding subsection that we can make selections of
E for which the resulting central controller, though unique,
does not always correspond to the minimum entropy controller. This is clearly ~~ndesirable.
Furthennore, in an earlier
subsection, it was also shown that if the unique selection
of E is obtained by requiring some special property 011 the
central controller (such as strict-properness), then there are

-K

r-------------------

I

+

= 0, the71 the zm7quell: dejined arlrrirsszble \tnc-tlji
I. IJ
proper central controller Kc = HM(ZTil, 0 ) also mmzr?iise,c the entropy j unctzon
11. IJg1 # 0, then tlze ~Lnryuelydejined ud~~11~sible
rtnctly
proper ccntrul controller Kc = HM(U;', 0 ) does ~ i o t
mma~zuetlze entropy jufunctron, eren though a r?zzrizmu?n
entropy controller e u s ts

991
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F I ~3 Loop-shifting transfonnat~onfor a four-block problem

admissible situations (with 5 ( g l ) 3 1) that do not allow
this kind of unique selection of E.
In this subsection, we will construct a unique E , show
that t h ~ sunique E always exists (provided the normalised
X, control problem is solvable), and show that it also
reduces to tlie unique lower triangular matrix E of Theorem
3 when
= 0. The derivation of such a unique E relies on
the following loop-shifting argument. The reader can refer
to Safonov and Limebeer (1988), Safonov, Limebeer, and
Chiang (1989), Green and Limebeer (1995) for extensive
coverage of this topic.
Consider the feedback interconnection of Fig. 3. The process of loop-shifting can be conceptually viewed as extracting the controller gain at infinite frequency from the controller and putting it into the plant. This is done through the
constant gain matrix F. When this is done, the original interconnection of G and K is replaced with an equivalent interconnection of 6 and I?. The relations between the oiiginal
systems and the loop-sh~ftedsystenis are given below

and

In the context of this paper, F will be chosen so as to mm~ ~ n i5(HM(D,
se
F ) ) , where D = G ( j x ) Note that HM(D, F )
corresponds to the gal11 at ~nfiiiitefrequency of the transfei fuiict~onfrom w to z S ~ n c ethe noniiallsed X, control
problem IS assunled to be solvable, ~tw111 always be possible to select an F such that 5(HM(D, F ) ) < 1 (the algulnent
here is that F is just the galn at infinite frequency of any controller a c h ~ e v ~ n11gT,,,
//,
< 1 ) Then, applylng Theorem 3
on tlie loop-shlfted plant 6, we see that there exists d unlque
lower tnanguldr matnx that sat~sfiesDTJ,,,,B= g T ~l?p ,
wlie~eb = e(jco)Consequently, the iiiatnx E that needs to
be selected w ~ l be
l composed of the uiilque lower triangular
matrix?!, dnd the loop-shiftlng transfomiat~on.
The lndtnx E is only unlque after we fix (a) the cho~ceof
plant augmentatlou, and ( b ) in the case when finite rninniiuin
entropy is not possible (1.e r n l n ~ e ( H M ( D , F ) )# O), the
cho~ceof the minimislng rnatnx F However, the sub-block

E , in the matrix E (i.e. the only sub-block of lilterest in
constructing the colltroller set) is always independent of the
choice of plant augmentation. It is also important to point
out that if it is possible to achieve finite minimu111 entropy
with an admissible controller, then n1inFC(HM(D, F ) ) = 0
and hence the chosen minimising F is unique (Green &
Limebeer, 1995). On the other hand, if it is not possible
to achieve finite nlinimum eiltropy with an admissible controller, then 0 < minF5(HM(D, F ) ) < 1 and hence there is
a set of matrices F that minimise the quantity 6(HM(D, F)).
We simply pick a single uniquely specifiable member of this
set for ease of selection.
All this argument is captured by the following important
theorem.

Theorem 5. Let the sippositions of Tlzeorenz 3 holdand let
Q=arg minp 5 ( x l +q2Q@, ) E Pipx,. Then there e.uist~
a urzigue real nonsingular nzatrix E satisfying D~J,,,,.D =
E ~ J ~ , .with
E D = G ( j m ) of tlze form

and letting

it follows that

Since 0 > cpz2 E RrX",a similar argument to the constmctive part in the proof (a + b ) of Theorem 3 yields the
following decomposition:

Proof. First note that the expression for F can be rearranged as F = Q(D&Q + I,)-' and Q is such that 5 ( g 1
q 2 ~ G l<) 1 since the suppositions of the theorem guarantee that the nonnalised Xm control problem is solvable
(i.e. controller gain at infinite frequency ( F ) must make
closed-loop gain at infinite frequency ( q 1 +q2Q'DS; ) less
than unity). For shorthand's sake, let 5 :=
+ g 2 ~ D c).1
Then, noting that

+
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The proof is concluded by restricting gall,ka22 and kb2
to be strictly positive definite matrices so as to remove all
non-uniqueness in the above selections.
Note that E in Eq. (9) reduces to the lower triangular matrix E of Theorem 3 when g,= 0. Furthermore, with E selected as in Theorem 5 (which is always possible whenever
the norrnalised 2, control problem is solvable), the notions of minimum entropy controller and central control (in
the sense of this paper) always coincide as in Mustafa and
Glover (1988), Glover and Mustafa (1989), Mustafa and
Glover (1990), Mustafa et al. (199 1), as one would expect
and desire.

5. Conclusions

'

T h ~ sQ 1s In general not unique, however any single uniquely specifiable minimlslng Q IS su~table.

In this paper, we show how to pin down the non-unique
factors resulting from the J-lossless factorisation, thereby

ensuring that there is only one way in which the adnlissible
controller set can be characterised and in turn guaranteeing
that the central controller (corresponding to the centre of this
admissible controller set) is (a) uniquely defined, and (b)
corresponds to the central and nlini~nulnentropy controller
frequently discussed in the literature.
In the process of ensuring that the centre of the
paranletrised set of admissible colltrollers in the chainscattering frainework corresponds to the central and milli n ~ u nentropy
~
controller frequently discussed in the Ilterature, we d~scussand uncover a nunlber of propert~es
associated wlth the central controller that are buried when
the standard assumptions in the literature are adopted (par= 0 is assumed). It is shown that this
ticularly. when
pinning-down of the factors resulting for the J-lossless
factorisation must be performed on the basis of an educated selection of a loop-shlfting matrix provided that
we want the centre of the paranletrised set of admissible
controllers to posses all the properties and be In fact the
same as the central and ~nlnin~um
entropy controller of the
literature.

ql
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